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Celebrating

60

years of
service.

1964

1972

The Good Friday Earthquake
breaks ENSTAR's gas line at
Second Avenue and Post Road in
downtown Anchorage. ENSTAR
crews work around the clock
from Friday evening through
Monday to restore gas service.

ENSTAR starts serving
customers in
Eagle River.

1961

ENSTAR completes the pipeline across
Turnagain Arm. This pipeline will serve
customers in the Anchorage Bowl.
ENSTAR begins serving customers in
Anchorage and Soldotna.

ENSTAR begins providing
service to Girdwood,
Indian, Bird, and Whittier.

ENSTAR serves its
150,000th customer.

ENSTAR serves its
50,000th customer.

ENSTAR begins service and opens
office in the Mat-Su Valley.
ENSTAR expands service to
the city of Kenai.

1999

2021

1982

1984

1996

ENSTAR serves its
100,000th customer.

Since 1961, ENSTAR Natural Gas
has been providing safe and
reliable natural gas service to its
customers while being a positive
force in the community. In our
60 years of service, ENSTAR
has succeeded in each of these
goals through the hard work,
commitment and dedication of
our employees.

2012

2013

ENSTAR begins storing gas at
CINGSA - the first commercial
natural gas storage facility in
Alaska.

ENSTAR begins
providing service to the
Homer area.

2018
A magnitude 7.1 earthquake hits north of Anchorage. ENSTAR employees
work continuously for several weeks to restore service to impacted
customers and ensure the safe operation of ENSTAR’s system.

IS IT WORTH THE RISK?
Hitting a gas line without a locate can
cause serious damage to you and your
property. It can also result in hefty fines
from federal enforcement agencies. In
addition, ENSTAR charges to repair its
damaged lines. A typical
repair can cost more
than $1,000 and a fine from
the federal government can
exceed $10,000. It's not worth the
risk. Call 811 two days before you dig,
every time.

MOVING?
There are a million things
to remember when you're
moving. My ENSTAR can
help you take care of your
natural gas bill quickly and
easily.

✓
✓

With My ENSTAR you can start,
stop, or transfer your gas service
online.
My ENSTAR provides several
helpful links to other utilities and
organizations you may need to
contact when you move.

Take one thing off your to-do list:

✓SIGN UP for

My ENSTAR today!

To sign up or get more information, visit: www.enstarnaturalgas.com

